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shoulder-knot of Africa than a bow on the advanced shoe
of Africa. That, however, does not matter very much. For
our purposes it is just as convenient to consider Funchal
to be, like New York, the physical gateway into America.
Morally both will remain the last outposts of the Old World,
so both parties may be satisfied.
§
Indeed it is immensely convenient to take that view, for the
whole of our subsequent studies of history will at once
become much clearer.
The moment when Columbus stood on the beach of Porto
Santo gazing at the horizon below which lay new plunder is
the moment when the history of the older stage of the Great
Route came to an end. We do not have to occupy ourselves
with the great Spanish Empire to the South nor with the
terrific adventures of Cortez and his successors, nor need
we much occupy ourselves with Raleigh and his com-
mercial travellers and contemporaries. They were mere
pirates. They left practically no traces behind them, finding
no gold and establishing nothing.
So that the history of the Route as far as we are concerned
soars straight from the moment when Columbus stood on
the beach at Santos in about 1480 to about 1620 when at
last the Anglo-Saxons found the courage really to face the
problems of the northern parts of the shores that, to the
West, faced their own across the Atlantic. They took up,
that is to say, the agricultural problems of those regions.
They took them up, as we shall see, whimsically and non-
sensically, but at least they had abandoned the idea of
finding golden rivers and skillets of gold on every kitchen fire.
§
Let that, then, be agreed and let the reader not think the
change too abrupt if we spring as it were straight from the
wine-growers of Madeira to the silk-ginger-rice-indigo-
ginseng plantations of the Southern and Middle States.
Nothing that would be very profitable to examine lies
between the two .. .. . only the great stretch of the Atlantic

